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AMBASSADOR’S MESSAGE
H.E. Rita Giuliana Mannella

Dear readers,

First I would like to wish everyone a happy, healthy and prosperous new year. Although the end of 2020 was marked by a new

EXPAND AND CONNECT
Tyrell Roche

spread of the pandemic, I am confident that 2021 will be the year of recovery, and I trust that with the continuous support of the Sri

G20 ITALIA 2021
Allegra Baistrocchi

The Embassy of Italy and the Sri Lanka-Italy Business Council have been cooperating over the last 20 years to promote bilateral

Lanka-Italy Business Council and of all the membership we will be able to overcome together the challenges ahead.

trade and the establishment of joint ventures contributing to a growth in bilateral investments. In the last five years, the total bilateral
trade between our Countries has registered a significant increase (552 Mln Euros in 2015, 575 Mln Euros in 2016, 654 Mln Euros in

Up in the sky with Alitalia
Dushy Jayaweera

2017) reaching its highest level in both 2018 and 2019 with 686 Mln Euros. Despite the downturn of the total bilateral trade compared to 2019 – however in line with the slowdown in the global economy – Italy has consolidated its position as one of the best
European Countries for doing business, and particularly as the 5th market destination for Sri Lankan exports and the 14th exporter

ITALY & SRI LANKA TO VISIT
Rajeev Aloysius

to Sri Lanka. Additionally, in 2020 Italy has become the 2nd exporter to Sri Lanka after Germany for market shares compared to all

BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS 2021
Tyrell Roche

This represents a positive trend of which we are proud of. In 2021 the Embassy of Italy wishes to consolidate the excellent relations

the European competitors.

with the Sri Lanka-Italy Business Council through the support of a series of initiatives between Italian and Sri Lankan investors, including meetings, virtual meetings and webinars in strategic and key sectors like apparel, agriculture, health, culture and education,

DANTE’S 2021
Kulanthi Silva

energy, environment, tourism and hospitality. The Business Council will also continue playing a vital role in identifying potential local

INVESTING IN ITALY
Andrea Piergiorgio Baccarini

Thanking the Sri Lanka-Italy Business Council for the continuous support and cooperation during the past years, I wish my very best

UPCOMING EVENTS 2021

Yours sincerely,

MEMBERSHIP

partners from its networks, contributing to the further strengthening business opportunities between Italian and Sri Lankan investors.

for future endeavours and a very successful start for 2021.

Rita Mannella
Ambassador of Italy in Sri Lanka
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SLITBC PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE: EXPAND AND CONNECT
Tyrell Roche

Dear readers,

I am honoured and humbled to pen down some words on behalf of the Sr Lanka Italy Business Council (SLITBC) on this first newsletter of 2021. 2020 was a challenging year for all countries, especially Sri Lanka and Italy, because of the COVID-19 pandemic’s
impact on our lives and livelihoods. However, both countries have strongly faced pandemic and have moved forward to grow their
economies. In this backdrop, the SLITBC has got an excellent opportunity to add value to the countries’ business sphere.

At the Annual General Meeting of the council, held in September 2020, I was honoured to be elected President of the SLITBC. This
office is for a term of two years, and I very much look forward to work towards achieving the SLITBC objectives.

SLITBC has evolved into an active, robust, dynamic and forward-looking council during the last ten years. SLITBC owes its indebtedness to you for your constant support and encouragement that have inspired a momentum within us to go ahead with its objectives.
I envision a bright future for our council and strive hard to achieve the same through synergy, innovation, networks and hard work.

As all of you expect, you all have joined this council to get firsthand business information and join business networks or promote
your existing business relationship between Sri Lanka and Italy. Therefore in 2021, we have planned many events, newsletters, B2B
meetings and information on fairs for you to attend and explore that necessity. Please be in touch with the SLITBC to get information
on these events.

As the president, I also ask for constant support on promoting our activities, feedback on improving member benefits, and participation in our events to increase networking and value addition. Together we can achieve our chosen objectives. I also hope to go
forward in this challenging year amid the pandemic with renewed hope, vigour, focus and unity.

Yours sincerely,

Tyrell Roche
President | Sri Lanka Italy Business Council
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Italian Presidency of the G20: People, Planet, Prosperity
Allegra Baistrocchi | Deputy Head of Mission of the Embassy of Italy in Colombo
December 1st 2020 marked the inauguration date of the Italian ing in the aftermath of the crisis. With this in mind, Italy will also
G20 Presidency, with the motto: People, Planet and Prosperi- use this platform – seeing as it is also the co-host and co-sponty. These are the three pillars chosen by Italy to guide the ac- sor of COP26 this year - to promote climate change mitigation
tion of the G20, the premier forum for international economic through the deployment of clean and efficient environmental
cooperation that has assumed an increasingly important role in technologies, as well as to prioritize climate and energy, the tranaddressing global challenges over the years also because of its

sition to a carbon-neutral future and towards more circular econ-

broad representation. Given that the G20 membership accounts omies. Climate change mitigation, and the environment in genfor 60% of the world’s population, more than 80% of global GDP eral, are areas that are strongly felt seeing as we are the first of
and about 75% of international trade, the Italian Presidency of- the European economies in terms of circularity index implemenfers a unique opportunity to mould the critical year ahead.

tation, with the strongest efficiency in terms of use of resources.
The safeguarding of natural resources, the transition to a circular

Thus, Italy will host a large number of institutional meetings and economy and to regenerative bioeconomy (a field in which Italy
special events dedicated to the major issues of the global agen-

is 6th globally) are all factors that are crucial for the mitigation of

da. Primary attention will clearly be given to the ongoing fight the climate crisis.
against COVID-19, and a Global Health Summit will be held in
Rome to address the main challenges related to the health emer-

Prosperity

gency with a synergistic approach. Beyond the pandemic, the fo-

Italy will lead the global recovery, also through the use of dig-

cus will also be dedicated to health protection and sustainability, italization (which has become an increasingly important aspect
women’s empowerment, innovation and research, and the fight

in all of our daily lives). It is, however, important to keep in mind

against corruption.

that the global recovery cannot - and must not - be just a matter
of GDP, but rather a path towards the well-being of all citizens.

People

It is important that these three pillars be always read in conjunc-

Italy recognizes the need for policies to be people-centric, hence tion, as all three are required to address the significant challengthe necessity to tackle poverty and inequality, to protect those es that we are facing globally. They will guide the actions and
who are most vulnerable and to promote women’s empower-

decisions to carried out in the numerous events to coordinate

ment. Especially in the current pandemic, Italy has called for the

and promote policy which will culminate in the G20 Heads of

focus to be placed on the youths and precarious workers in each

State and Government Summit, held in Rome on October 30th

of the G20 countries.

and 31st 2021.

Planet

The pillars will be “the three North Stars that will guide us to [..]

The G20 will also provide a guide to paving the way for rebuild

the Eternal City, Italy’s Capital, we will reap the benefits of our
common efforts”.
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Up in the sky with Alitalia: Connecting People between Sri Lanka and Italy
Dushy Jayaweera
Alitalia is the flag carrier and the largest Airline in Italy with its

country by implementing travel bubbles later. With the planned

head office based in Fiumicino, Rome. Alitalia connects passen-

re-opening of the airports, the Health Authorities in Sri Lanka

gers to a vast network across Europe, Africa, Middle East,

have issued detailed health guidelines for tourists arriving in Sri

Asia and America. By being a member of the prestigious Sky-

Lanka. Some of the key guidelines are highlighted below (up-

Team Global Airline Alliance and through the Airline’s exclusive

date as of 07th January 2020).

frequent flyer programme “MilleMiglia”, Alitalia offers its pas-

•

Tourists are permitted to arrive through charter flights,

sengers a multitude of options to fly around the globe and be scheduled flights or a private jets to Katunayake and Mattala Airrewarded for their travel. Alitalia offers a premium flying expe-

ports in Sri Lanka.

rience with increasing levels of comfort through its four travel •

It is mandatory to have a negative PCR test taken 96 hours

classes. Passengers can opt for “Economy”, “Premium Econo-

before boarding from an accredited laboratory.

my”, “Business Class Medium Haul”, or the top tier “Magnifi-

•

Visa should be processed online, and tourists from all

ca Class” depending on their route. In recent years, Alitalia has countries permitted unless specifically mentioned otherwise.
been recognized with many accolades for best Business-Class •

In addition to Visa Fees, the cost for two PCR tests if the

seat design, best Airline Cuisine, and one of the most punctual

visit is up to 7 days and three PCR tests if the visit is more than

Airlines in terms of on-time performance.

07 days to be paid through the Tourism App.
•

It is mandatory for tourists to have a COVID-19 insurance

Alitalia connects passengers travelling from Sri Lanka to a vast

cover for a period of a month.

network across Italy, Europe, USA, and Canada. As a result of

•

Alitalia’s wide network of destinations within Italy, it is a perfect

days.

gateway for the over hundred thousand Sri Lankans in Italy to

•

travel between the two countries. It is also the perfect option

Safe and Secure Level 01 Hotel, after which tourists are permit-

for corporate travellers, leisure seekers and students who travel

ted to interact with the community, provided that all the PCR test

between Italy and Sri Lanka. Alitalia ensures seamless connectiv-

results are negative.

A pre-confirmed hotel booking is required for up to 14

It is mandatory to stay minimum of 14 days in a certified

ity for passengers travelling from Sri Lanka through codeshare
partnerships via Abu Dhabi, Delhi and Male to its network. The

With a strong possibility of international travel recommencing

Airline has its team of representatives in Sri Lanka equipped to

this year, passengers would be able to engage in the Alitalia ex-

ensure passengers receive an immaculate service throughout

perience once again. With a fresh and exciting beginning lurking

their journey.

on the horizon, Alitalia invites you to fly with them and experience the splendour of Air Travel!

The Sri Lankan Government is all set to open borders for tourists
towards the end of January 2021 with health authorities’ recom-

Alitalia is represented by Acorn Aviation (Private) Limited in Sri

mendations. It has also been proposed to allow tourists into the

Lanka.

20. India Score 90.29
19. New Zealand. Score 90.53
18. Turkey. Score 90.57
17. Israel. Score 90.71
16. Colombia. Score 90.84
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15. Malaysia. Score 90.86

Italy & Sri Lanka: Topping the Condé Nast Traveller
Best Countries in the World 2020 list
Rajeev Aloysius

14. Peru. Score 90.88
13. Jamaica. Score 91.04
12. Bhutan. Score 91.11

European countries feature high in the top Italy has 55 UNESCO world heritage sites,

11. Ireland. Score 91.50

choices of the Conde Nast Traveller UK

the most in the world, to Sri Lanka’s eight.

Italy - www.visititaly.eu

10. Mexico. Score 91.93

Reader’s Choice Awards 2020. Although

These vary from the entire Amalfi Coast, to

Sri Lanka - www.srilanka.travel

9. Vietnam. Score 92.12

it is a subjective collective opinion, and the Villa d’Este in Tivoli, near Rome. The

8. South Africa. Score 92.20
7. Thailand. Score 92.62

many destinations suffered badly during

lesser known small hill towns and agrituris-

2020 due to the pandemic, there were a mi in Toscana (Tuscany), Lecce and offbeat

6. Indonesia. Score 92.98

few standouts in the Top 20. CN Travel-

Apulia (Puglia), the stunning Varenna on

5. Greece. Score 93.32

ler released their list on 06 October 2020,

Lake Como, and the three R’s (Ravenna,

4. Japan. Score 93.35

days after many countries started report- Ravello & Rimini) are often cited by insid-

3. Portugal. Score 93.39

ing their latest wave of the virus.

ers for amazing holidays. In Sri Lanka the

2. Sri Lanka. Score 93.96

Two veterans in the listing took the top two

Galle Fort, to the entire Sinharaja Rain For-

1. Italy. Score 94.05

spots - Italy with 94.06 points with Sri Lan-

est and the individual cities in the cultural

ka ever so close behind, with 93.96 points. triangle, are highlights of World Heritage.
Italy has always been in the top ten, com- Sri Lanka’s less well known Pasikudah,
ing in ninth last year, while Sri Lanka was

Habaraduwa, and Kirinda, are also likely to

fourth.

see more interest with their new boutique

Nature, Photography, Adventure Tourism,

properties and recently opened attrac-

food, Sports Tourism, Culture & the Arts,

tions. Both Italy and Sri Lanka have well

History and Unique Sights for Instagram

documented and still visible and palpa-

usually top the list in surveys why a des-

ble histories of over two millennia, which

tination is chosen for a holiday. Europe in

give the well heeled tourist something to

particular, with its excellent land and air

engage the mind during a relaxing vaca-

connectivity, infrastructure, common cur- tion. Italy, being a much larger and more
rency and Schengen visa, is usually home

diverse country that includes the islands

to more than half the world’s annual top of Sicily, Capri and Sardinia, requires far
ten most popular destination countries more time to visit; some say, even a lifeand cities. In the new normal, industry ex- time is not enough to see all that it has to
perts expect that out of the way, offbeat,

offer.

less crowded, more peaceful and pictur- In addition to your favourite blogs, for
esque locations, which don’t have chain

more information on these amazing des-

hotels and box-like apartment buildings, tinations, please see the following official
will have a surge in popularity.

websites for more information.

Italy has 55 UNESCO world heritage sites,
the most in the world, to Sri Lanka’s eight.
These vary from the entire Amalfi Coast, to
the Villa d’Este in Tivoli, near Rome. The
lesser known small hill towns and agriturismi in Toscana (Tuscany), Lecce and offbeat
Apulia (Puglia), the stunning Varenna on
Lake Como, and the three R’s (Ravenna,
Ravello & Rimini) are often cited by insiders for amazing holidays. In Sri Lanka the
Galle Fort, to the entire Sinharaja Rain Forest and the individual cities in the cultural
triangle, are highlights of World Heritage.
Sri Lanka’s less well known Pasikudah,
Habaraduwa, and Kirinda, are also likely to
see more interest with their new boutique
properties and recently opened attractions. Both Italy and Sri Lanka have well
documented and still visible and palpable histories of over two millennia, which
give the well heeled tourist something to
engage the mind during a relaxing vacation. Italy, being a much larger and more
diverse country that includes the islands
of Sicily, Capri and Sardinia, requires far
more time to visit; some say, even a lifetime is not enough to see all that it has to
offer.
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Budget Highlights 2021
Tyrell Roche
The 2021 budget presented by the Minister of Finance of Sri •

Tax exemption on foreign companies’ dividends for three

Lanka, focuses on strengthening the 2021-2023 medium-term years, if the money is invested in Sri Lanka in sovereign bonds or
programme of poverty alleviation and economic revival as en-

the stock market.

visaged within the “Vistas of Prosperity and Splendour” policy •

Value Added Taxes kept unchanged at 8% for businesses

framework of the government. The proposals aim to facilitate a that record a turnover of more than 25.0 Mn a month except for
self-sufficient, in house economic growth and development strat- bank, finance and insurance companies.
egy, minimizing the disparities in income levels between prov- •

New laws in relation to data security, cybersecurity and

inces and the urban, rural inequalities. Proposals contain export intellectual property.
development strategies, increase in FDIs and have a consistent •

Rs. 8.0 Bn for expansion of the technology sector.

tax policy.

Five technological parks in Galle, Kurunegala, Batticoloa,

•

The budget 2020 estimates the total revenue of LKR 1,588 Bn Anuradhapura and Kandy.
consisting of tax revenue from income tax of LKR 324 Bn, taxes •

5-year tax relief for private educational institutions.

on goods and services of LKR 631 Bn, taxes on external trade of •

Construction of a 300 MW Coal Power Plant and two 600

LKR 403 Bn and non-tax revenue LKR 162 Bn, provincial coun- MW Natural Gas Power Plants
cils revenue of LKR 60 Bn and grants of LKR 8 Bn against a total •

Extension of repayment of refinancing loan facilities pro-

estimated expenditure of LKR 2,854 Bn. The estimated expendi- vided by CBSL to the Tourism sector
ture consists of recurring expenditure of LKR 2,445 Bn and public •

Aims to create a sports economy worth USD 1.0 Bn

investment of LKR 419 Bn. The resulting budget deficit of LKR •

Construction of 50,000 houses under UDA with a 25-year

1,266 Bn is expected to be financed by foreign financing of LKR loan at an interest rate of 6.25%
225 Bn and domestic financing of LKR 1,491 Bn.

•

Bilateral agreements to be reviewed, to ensure National

The main highlights of the budget that are relevant to SLITBC security and Non-Aligned stance.
can be detailed as follows;

•

•

Rs. 18.0 Bn additional provisions to combat Covid-19.

the areas of export industries, dairy, fabric, tourism, agricultural

•

Business organizations engaged in agriculture, fisheries, products, processing and information technology

livestock farming industries, exempted from taxes during the •
next five years.
•

modity trading hubs in international trading with tax concessions.

respective tax advisors or business consultants to get the rele-

Non-residents allowed to purchase super-luxury condo- vant information in detail or contact the Finance Ministry to get

miniums using foreign currency.
•

Promotion of Colombo and Hambantota ports as com-

An uncomplicated online income tax system for all income It is expected that the readers take note of this and consult their

taxpayers and consistent tax policy.
•

Concessions on investments exceeding USD 10.0 Mn in

further assistance. If you need to approach the SLITBC, please

Amendment of EPF Act to expand the retirement age for contact Ms. Ayoni Rangala- Manager- SLITBC Business Council

men and women up to 60 years.

on +94 11 5588856 or email ayonir@chamber.lk
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Dante’s 2021
Kulanthi Silva
Segui il tuo corso et lascia dir les genti

generation. He allured generations by unfolding an otherworldly
vision of his journey through hell, purgatory and heaven. Inferno,

Dantedì will be celebrated annually on March 25 to honor and the first part of the Divine Comedy talks about all forms of evil
pay tribute to Dante Alighieri as set up by the Italian government

and evil action carried out by humans and depicts the real-world

a year ahead of the celebrations for poet’s 700th death anniver-

suffering. His approach to the question of evil is relevant de-

sary this year.

spite what your religion is. Next comes Purgatorio where Dante reviews the human nature and how we can overcome human

Dante Alighieri and his work inspired and influenced the art and errors. Last comes Paradiso which focuses on redemption and
literary scene internationally for centuries. Dante’s wisdom has virtue.
roused music, novels, films, mobile apps, and even video games.
Dante Alighieri’s lifelong exile from his beloved Florence devasDante is the father of the Italian language and represents Italy

tated him but kindled him to write the Divine Comedy. He man-

and Italian people. He was a poet, philosopher, critic and cultur-

ifested his desolation with words in Paradiso:

alist.
You shall leave everything you love most:
The Divine Comedy is appreciated today as a masterpiece of This is the arrow that the bow of exile
world poetry. Through Divine Comedy, Dante made its readers Shoots first. You are to know the bitter taste
think deeply about the pervasive nature of sin. This masterwork

Of others’ bread, how salty it is, and know

is filled with metaphors that are linked to our action which are a How hard a path it is for one who goes
direct result of our moral choices. The protagonist of the Divine

Ascending and descending others’ stairs

Comedy is Dante himself.
Beatrice Portinari was more than an unrequited love for Dante,
One of the reasons that makes The Divine Comedy the most in-

she was the muse behind many of his poetry of which the most

ventive work of literature is that it’s written in vernacular instead

significant was La Vita Nuova. They meet again in the third part

of Latin which was typical for the literature work of that time. The

of the Divine Comedy, Paradiso. Beatrice guides Dante through

Italian language spoken today is based on Dante’s writings in heaven and the poet describes as “l’amor che move il sole e
the Divine Comedy hence Italian is sometimes referred to as la

l’altre stelle,” which translates to “the love which moves the sun

langue de Dante, mostly by the French.

and the other stars”

The poet’s influence has never dwindled in the 700 years since If Dante Alighieri was never exiled, the Divine Comedy, one of
he died for the reason that his poetry stays relevant and reso-

the greatest works of the history of literature might not have writ-

nates with our day. Dante’s wisdom is passed from generation to

ten.
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Investing in Italy
Andrea Piergiorgio Baccarini | Political and Economic Attaché | Embassy of Italy in Colombo
Italy is one of the world’s top economies and markets, a coun-

ture, with Italy (ranked 8th among the most automated countries

try with a high variety of investment opportunities for foreign in the world) remaining the leading exporter of the machinery of
companies, a very open economy, and a welcoming country for various kinds to Sri Lanka. The commodities composition of the
investors.Italy is the 2nd in the circular economy in the Europe-

Italian exports to Sri Lanka is mainly concentrated in the knitted

an Union and among the world’s most preferred countries by

fabrics (49,1 mln Euro), textile (17,0 mln Euro), industrial machin-

foreign investors. According to the World Investment Report ery (13,2 mln Euro), fabrics (10,4 mln Euro), agriculture, horticul2020 by UNCTAD, in 2019 the Foreign Direct Investment inflows ture and floriculture (6,3 mln Euro), plastics (5,2 mln Euro), other
reached 26.5 billion USD mainly directed to the manufacturing

(61 mln Euro), while Sri Lanka’s imports from Italy include textile

sector, wholesale and retail trade, financial services, and Informa-

clothing and accessories (220 mln Euro), rubber (24,2 mln Euro),

tion Technology.

fish and fish-based products (10 mln Euro), agricultural, horticulture and floriculture products (8,8 mln Euro), footwear (7,2 mln

Among the reasons to invest in Italy, there is the fact that the Euro), knitwear ( 6,8 mln Euro), other (26,9 mln Euro).
Country has one of the biggest markets in the European Union, it
is one of the European countries with the best deficit/GDP ratio,

In order to foster Italy’s attractiveness, in the last years the Italian

it has a diversified economy and skilled workforce, it is one of the

Government has launched a series of policies aimed at attract-

main manufacturing countries in the world, and it has good in-

ing investments through the creation of the Italian Trade Agency

frastructures and a strategic position at the crossroads between Investitalia, which provides guidance on investing in the Country
Europe, Northern Africa and the Middle East. If we consider the and coordinates the promotion activities to attract foreign direct
aggregate debt (sum of public and private debt) Italy is one of investments, and through the provision of specific financial inthe less indebted European countries with only 1/3rd of the Ital- centives made available by the Italian Government and aimed at
ian public debt financed by foreign investors, with household encouraging foreign investments in Italy.
saving among the highest in the world.
This year, in the downturn phase of the Covid-19 pandemic, new
Italy is the 5th market of destination of the Sri Lankan exports

investment and business opportunities could be explored in mul-

and the 14th importer of goods from Sri Lanka, with a trade tiple sectors like health, renewable energies and recycling, tiles
balance that continues to be largely in Sri Lanka’s favour (-7,50 and sanitary items, building material and paints, design furniture
billion Euro in 2020, and -7,70 billion Euro expected in 2021).

and lighting, and machinery for the agricultural, food, textile and

According to the data provided in 2020 by the Italian National

industrial sectors. The commitments for 2021 should now be to

Institute of Statistics and the Italian Institute for Foreign Trade,

consolidate our existing trade relations and identify the emerg-

there are many longstanding complementarities between Italy ing key sectors on which the joint efforts have to be focused
and Sri Lanka in wide business sectors including clothing, textile, on maximizing the business opportunities between Italy and Sri
knitwear, apparel and footwear, luxury goods and accessories,
plastic and derivatives of rubber processing, food and agricul-

Lanka for the mutual benefit of both the countries.

Become a member

PLANNED SIGNATURE EVENTS 2021

The world is facing and passing through challenging times. It is important

The events we regularly organise include:

more than ever to stay focused and forge ahead with meaningful purpose.
Sri Lanka Italy Business Council of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce has
adopted significant changes to prepare ourselves for the rebound. It is also

International Women’s Day | March 8

noteworthy that we continue to expand our relationships with Sri Lankan
and Italian state institutes and representatives to provide our members with

Breakfast talks

high-level insights and networking opportunities. Businesses today are being scrutinised more than ever. There is a greater need now, more than

Webinars and symposiums

ever, for a stronger support system. We connect the business community to
grow businesses at every stage of their business development and navigate

Festa della Repubblica | June 2

forward despite the challenges of the current situation. SLIBC continues
to innovate and emerge in hybrid platforms to keep our purpose-driven

Annual General Meeting

projects and programs relevant to provide our members with Sri Lanka and
Italy’s best. From startups to established multinational firms, we offer a wide

World Food Day | October 16

range of programs to allow our members to foretaste the market. We also
emphasise promoting the Italian Language, culture, art and design in Sri

Annual member gathering | December

Lanka. The Sri Lanka Italy Business Council operates under the Embassy
of Italy’s guidance and support in Colombo and the Ceylon Chamber of
Commerce. We strive to strengthen our council by welcoming people and
organisations driven by shared values. If you wish to become involved, we
invite you to become a Sri Lanka Italy Business Council member.

Some of the Member Benefits that you can obtain are;
•

Access members-only events to broaden the business network

•

Continuous exposure and easy access to new clients and suppliers

•

Sponsorship opportunities at events to promote your business

•

Exclusive discounts from fellow members

•

And many more

Please contact Ms Ayoni Rangala- Manager- SLITBC Business Council on
+94 11 5588856 or email ayonir@chamber.lk
Max Petrone – idDante

Tyrell Roche

www.srilankaitaly.com

